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Message from the Superintendent

Now is the Time

\

We are living in a historic time and our world will change permanently because of this global shared
experience. This may not provide much comfort to the graduating classes, when students consider all they are
missing during this pandemic, but we have all been learning many important lessons.
One thing we have known is that the past teaches us that most successful persons have had to face and
overcome some form of adversity. Tom Hanks, the actor, shared with the 2020 graduates that they are “the
chosen ones, because of a fate unimagined before they began this school year” and that all of us will talk of the
earlier years in our lives just that way. “That was before the COVID-19…' the same way other generations tell time
like, 'that was before the war' or 'that was before the internet.”
None of us could have anticipated that our schools would close mid-year. The actions our schools had to make to
prevent the COVID-19 spread caused a significant disruption in education, as well as to cause everyone anxiety and
concern.
We feel that we were as prepared as possible, but we still learned a great deal during this time. We learned that
many students do well with virtual learning, while others did not find it to be helpful. We learned that virtual
instruction could be conducted in real time (synchronous) and some could be conducted at a different time to suit
the student and family (asynchronous). We learned that virtual learning reduced the availability of social time for
students and that their friends are greatly missed. We learned that some families were challenged to manage their
normal daily responsibilities, while trying to assist their children’s learning at home. We understand how important
it is to attend to the social and emotional needs of our students and their families during this time of stress.
We learned that each student in Region One has access to devices they can take home and use for learning, but not
all families have access to quality internet in their homes and that this is essential to virtual at home learning. For
our older students, we learned that some worked wage-earning jobs, cutting into their virtual class sessions and
time to focus on schoolwork. We learned that some have been the breadwinners for their families, due to parents
experiencing layoffs. We learned that some students had to help manage and monitor younger siblings or struggled
to find space in the home to focus, uninterrupted. And some lost loved ones to COVID-19.
Our teachers and administrators understood that while routine and structure were critical, adjustments were needed
to address the important challenges that were unfolding for many students. We also learned that, through it all, our
staff had an “all hands-on deck” positive attitude to make our schools clean and safe and prepared thousands of
meals for families. I have so much pride and gratitude for all that our staff has done.
There will be those who take lessons from this time and turn it into greatness. We have all had to learn to make
sacrifices to help save lives. We learned that, as educators, we should be as committed to nurturing individuals with
thinking minds in the process of learning, as well as how we have taught and delivered the subject matter. We must
help students to be able to consistently reconstruct their experiences to make sense of future events, working
collaboratively, sharing ideas and resolving differences with guidance from the teacher- whether that be virtual or
in person learning.

I have been moved by how our students, families and staff have persisted through a time that has been defined by
fear, human disconnectness, and uncertainty. I believe that we can help each other and especially our students, to
realize the courage they have had and how their persistence to get through this can help prepare them for great
potential in the years to come. We have also learned the necessity for empathy in making others feel valued and
supported and the need to provide comfort to each other.
The writer Ralph Waldo Emerson said, “What lies behind us and what lies before us are small matters compared to
what lies within us. It is within us to learn from this time and to not let these lessons be forgotten.
Dr. Pam Vogel, Superintendent
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Message from the Assistant Superintendent

“From a distance…”

The past several months have been full of change brought on by a public health crisis that is challenging all
aspects of our way of life. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the Region One staff, our families
and our community members for deftly pivoting from a trusted and dependable educational process in the
physical classroom to a distance learning environment that has been much less predictable and demanded
unimaginable learning and adjustment on the part of everyone. To paraphrase a quote from a colleague in the
Region, we have gone from bricks to clicks in the blink of an eye. While we may not be finishing the school year
as we would like; what we do know is that everyone who is a member of the Region One community has done all
that they can to ensure that our students continue to learn and grow during this time. Additionally, while
recognizing that the virtual world is no substitute for the real one, school leaders and their staff members have
tried to simulate field trips, assemblies and other school events to honor the traditions and celebrations that we all
look forward to at the end of the year.
My role since March 16 has been to support teachers as they learned how to use new digital tools, to find their
step with the appropriate pacing for lessons and to strike the right balance with synchronous (live with the
teachers/paraprofessionals) and asynchronous (video sessions without a teacher present) sessions. I have also
worked closely with school counselors, nurses and members of the Women’s Support Services, the Housatonic
Youth Services Bureau and the McCall Center for Behavioral Health to ensure that we were understanding and
addressing the Region One community social emotional needs. Many thanks to all the educators as well as the
aforementioned mental and physical health professionals who hosted professional learning and health and
wellness sessions to support all of the Region One staff.
As we look toward the next school year, we will reflect on all that we have learned since March 16, 2020 to
support effective planning for a time that will continue to demand flexibility and continuous readjustment in our
approach to education. Many of the innovative approaches to teaching and learning that have arisen during this
period will be valuable regardless of whether we are physically in school or remote. We have also learned more
about the learning experiences that are truly engaging to our students and we will continue to replicate those.
Finally, we will continue to support the physical and mental health of our Region One community members for
the duration of the pandemic and thereafter.
I wish all educators, staff, students, families and community members a restul and healthy summer. We look
forward to working together in the new school year to continue to prepare our students for a world that will be
full of exciting opportunities for them when this situation is behind us.
Lisa Carter, Assistant Superintendent
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The World From a 3rd Grade Perspective

- Austin, Donald and Qais

Teacher: Which do you prefer to swim in: a pool, a lake or the ocean?
Student: I would swim in a pool because I don't like the dirty water in the
ocean and the lakes. A pool has clean water and no sharks or water animals. I
do not like to get algae from the ocean on me, or jelly fish bites or weeds
from a lake. I will stick with a swimming pool, you can even swim in one at
night. HAHA I just saw this!
Teacher: “My favorite place to swim is also in a pool, BUT I love, love the ocean. I
will float in it all day. I like to build sand castles, walk on the shore, lay in the sun
for a bit, read a book sitting in a chair, listen to the waves or camp in a tent. When I
am on a lake I love to water ski. It is challenging but I love it. I snuck away to walk
on the beach a few weeks ago and this is what I found - someone had painted rocks
red to make a heart..

Teacher: Who would you interview in a hospital during this time of Covid-19 and what questions would you ask?
Student: I would interview a nurse and ask...
How do you treat the patients?
How bad do you feel for them on a scale from 1 to 10?
What are you doing to help them?
Have you ever had a patient that you took care of that survived?
Has anyone in your family died from Covid?
Has anyone in your family survived Covid?
Do you give your patient medicine, and if so what?
What do you wear when you take care of Covid patients?
Teacher: “Really Good Job.”

Below are two pictorial representations of word “interval” using the 3rd grade on-line vocabulary program:
Left: Donald drew a space rocket
during countdown to liftoff and
liftoff.
Right: Austin chose to download
a picture of elm trees at equal
intervals.
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Message from the Interim Principal

- Pat Corvello

The Cornwall staff and students have been hard at work keeping up with their schoolwork during this unusual
time. The pictures show the students carefully studying and taking well-earned time to enjoy each other
(virtually, of course) and checking in with their teachers and support personnel as well. All teachers have held
classes, class meetings, and have worked with students individually as well as in “ZOOM” groups. We were all
thrust in to this so quickly, but everyone got involved in this new learning almost overnight. Teachers were given
important training, parents created workspaces and time at home for school, and the children have worked hard. I
have no doubt that as the new academic year opens, just about everyone will be where they need to be to start
learning again. As the weather warms up, I give everyone permission for extra recess!

www.cornwallconsolidated.com
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Special Thanks to Those Who Make CCS Strong

- Pat Corvello, Interim Principal

As interim principal of Cornwall School, I have been so happy to have gotten to know these professionals
over the current academic year. I have never had any doubt about their commitment or hard work ethic.
However, I have been so very impressed with their work throughout this shutdown. Everyone quickly
learned new technology platforms and embraced distance learning so that the children would be absolutely
up to date with their academic work. The children have also benefited from their classroom meetings,
phone calls, and yes, nagging! I thank these heroes:
Cathy Binkowski
Aaron Boucher
Tom Brown
Bonnie Burdick
Candy Carlson
Angie Coleman
Tricia Collins
Anne Dealy
Chris Hanley
Jane Hanley
Jandi Hanna
Sukie Hatcher
Taylor Hurley
Suzanne Ingellis
Amanda Jacquier

Annie Kosciusko
Danielle Krueger
Linda Massucci
Laura Munson
Vicki Nelson
Melissa Perotti
Kristi Pramuka
Clare Rashkoff
Patty Rovezzi
Brigitte Schmidt-Geyselaers
Pete Selino
Alicia Simonetti-Shpur
Hal Tingley
Will Vincent
Kathy West

“If you can dream it, you can do it.”
– Walt Disney
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Cornwall Consolidated Graduating Class of 2020

Tabark Aljasem

Emily Anderson

Alexis (Lexie)
Rougeot

Dana Sue Saccardi

Kathleen
Kimber Bodwell

Hudson Sebranek

Wyatt Arthur Rose

Jimmy Ismael
Villa Arpi

Emma Vincent

www.cornwallconsolidated.com
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Keeping KCS Strong at Home

- Michelle Mott, Principal

As we said goodbye to our students on Friday, March 13,
most of us knew that two weeks was our timeline, but we
could be out for much longer. Now that our year is coming
to a close, it is amazing to look back at what we have
accomplished since we left. The staff and students at KCS
never gave up on our mission to ensure active learning.
New technology was rolled out, procedures were set, and
students have been engaged every step of the way. As we
close out our year with distance learning, we know that our
return to KCS might not look the same in August. But,
with our supportive and collaborative KCS community,
there is not an obstacle we can’t overcome!
The months of April, May, and June are filled with
traditional and exciting activities at any school. This is no different at KCS and we have made sure that our
students continued to experience these memory making events at home with their families. Students participated
in a Virtual Spirit week, showing off their craziest hair and favorite sports teams!
Our traditional Arbor Day celebration to recognize the “Father of Arbor Day,” Birdsey Grant Northrop - a Kent
native, was broadcast over video complete with our annual song, “The Rattlin Bog.”
Mrs. Saunders, the P.E. teacher, developed a Virtual Field Day event for families to complete at home. Events
such as “Toilet Paper Bowling” and “Water Bottle Trap” are among the activities that students can compete in.
Mrs. Tarabara, the Art teacher, is working hard to collect items for a virtual art show, an in-person gallery that
will surely be missed!
We will close the year with a parade at KCS as we wave goodbye
to our students on the last day of school and host a “drive-in”
diploma ceremony for our graduates following that night. These
events may have to be re-created, but they all follow one theme,
“community.” I am so grateful to be able to lead in a school where
the staff, students, and our families don’t lose sight of the things
that bring us together, even when we are not able to be.
I want to thank the staff, students, and families of KCS for their
hard work, encouragement, and positivity during this time. I also
want to thank our Kent Center School Board of Education for their
support and dedication to our school.
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www.kentcenterschool.org

Distance Learning at
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Thank you to all the KCS staff who have persevered during this year! We are proud to have this wonderful
foundation for our school community!
Ackerman, Nancy
Apicella, Sal
Bambery, Eileen
Barrett, Brittany
Bayers, Tracy
Brady, Ben
Bunting, Amanda
Caeners, Jennifer
Clark, Deana
Coleman, Angie
Cox, Mary
da Silva, Rebecca
Darby, Heather
Davidson, Laurabeth
Dealy, Anne
Donzella, Stephen
Dwyer, Marilyn
Eldridge, Scott
Hannan, Amy
Hastings, Stephanie
Heaton, Patricia
Hurley, Bill
Iannucci, Karen
Kapetanpoulos, Georgia
Kellner, Jeff
Kleisner, Sandra
Levesque, Betsey
Limbos, Rita
Masi, Pat
McBrien, Adrienne

Mele, Stefanie
Menard, Beth
Miller, Cathy
Miller, Linda
Montemorra, Cathleen
Moore, Katie
Morin, Deborah
Morrow, Elizabeth
Mott, Michelle
Perotti, Melissa
Poirier, David
Robb, Meghan
Robey, Kathleen
Rodriguez, Monica
Rose, Christopher
Roseboom, Mary
Saunders, Marci
Scribner, Kathryn
Scribner, Pamela
Sohl, Jim
Sohl, Lee
Spelbos, Carol
Starr, Ane
Szwed, Joshua
Tarabara, Ellen
Taylor, Charles
Vega, Valerie
White, Brian
Willenbrock, Kristen
Willson, Cindy

“Continuous effort – not strength or intelligence – is the key to unlocking our potential.”
– Winston Churchill
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Kent Center Graduating Class of 2020

Tristan Blore

Samuel Booth

Nicholas Chavka

Taylor Christen

Nicholas Dorn

Marra Elsesser

Skylar Fitch

Kara Franks

Adrienne Hall

Gage Heebner

Theodore Hicks

Austin Hoadley

Lanna Kennedy

Shane Miller

Sydney Parsons

Zachary Thompson

Isaac Watkins

Sophie Rousseau

Not Pictured: Carl Posse

Ashley Wilkins

Eason Zhang
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I am so very proud and grateful to all our staff at Kellogg School who have gone above and beyond to serve our
students during the Covid-19 school closure and Distance Learning! They have truly made a difference!
With sincere appreciation, Alexandra Juch, Principal
Amy Adams
Nikki Blass
Dianne Bossers
Diane Chinatti
Angie Coleman
Christine Dakers
Melissa Dean
Melissa Dudley
Robin Faust
Mark Fogel
Bethany Franklin
Eileen Gargan
Fran Goodsell
Chris Hanley
Jandi Hanna
Amy Lake
Joseph Markow
John Matthews
Amelia Nichols
Chad Olsen
Kristen Panzer
Kaleigh Rogers
Paula Rogers
Sharon Russell
Amanda Spelbos
Jennifer Worden
Cindy Webb
Andrew Whitford
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The postcard below was made by LHK teachers and staff and mailed to all our students in early May.
“We miss them so much and we hope this brightened their day” said one of the staff.

At Lee H. Kellogg learning is challenging.
We strive to empower students to do more than they think they can.
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Message from the Principal

- Alexandra Juch

As we prepare to say goodbye to the unprecedented school year of 2019-20, I would like to thank all our
students, teachers, staff, parents, fellow administrators, the Board of Education and Falls Village
community members for their indomitable spirit during the Covid-19 pandemic.
The Lee H. Kellogg School espouses a culture where administrators, students and teachers, working
together, become leaders of their own learning. Although difficult at times, this goal was deepened
.
through
extraordinary partnerships between teachers, students and parents as we created integrated
teaching systems incorporating the new learning landscape of Distance Learning. As Principal, I am
confident that lessons learned from this enhanced skill set will serve the entire Kellogg community,
Region One and especially the Class of 2020 well in the future.
Over their years at Kellogg, the Class of 2020 have learned the importance of giving back not only to their
Kellogg School community, but also to the communities of Falls Village and the broader Northwest
Corner and beyond. Their learning has occurred through meaningful and challenging academic and
artistic opportunities both inside and outside the classroom to collaborate, lead and support each other.
We have seen these social traits emerge on the playing fields, in our multiage Bunches groups,
Community Meetings, and other moments where they have risen to new learning challenges both
individually and collectively; actively paying it forward, living a schoolwide message of kindness and
compassion towards others.
As the Kellogg community rose to the challenge of a very different final trimester, our enhanced
learning environment exemplifies our core belief that learning is more than academic. The
performance of the Kellogg Class of 2020 truly embodies this spirit.
With pleasure, I present the Kellogg Class of 2020!

Where Children Are Leaders of Their Own Learning
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www.kelloggschool.org

Lee H. Kellogg Graduating Class of 2020

Joshua Crump

Cerena Fechteler

Logan Dean

Keegan Olsen

Hazel Palmer

"Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve me and I learn."
Benjamin Franklin

www.kelloggschool.org
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NED’s Mindset Mission Activates Our GO Brains

- Dr. Alicia Roy, Principal

“Never give up” is the first message we learned as we joined NED on his
Mindset Mission. On Monday, March 9, all students at North Canaan
Elementary School took a journey with NED, a character whose name is
an acronym. The N is for “Never give up,” the E for “Encourage others,”
and the D for “Do your best.”
We were told to activate our GO brains, not our NO brains. Our GO
brains tell us not to give up (the N in NED) because we have the power to
accomplish anything, we set our minds to. The yeti helped us with this
important part of the Mindset Mission. The yeti’s name was Yet, and he
taught us the power of his name. If we are not confident, we can
accomplish the task, all we have to do is say and think not YET and keep
working hard.
We also met a pirate in the Caribbean. With NED we sparked courage in the pirate to find the jewel. NED
learned the value of the E in his name, to “Encourage others.”
The final part of the mission reminded us that we always need to be learning and growing. The D in NED’s
name tells us to “Do your best.” NED happens to be very talented with the yo-yo.
The tricks he learned by continuing to practice. Each student went home with a yo-yo and a sheet to teach each
student some tricks.
Our GO brains are now activated, and we are ready for any challenge--even learning from home during the
coronavirus. NED’s mindset mission was a complete success.
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Engaging Families in Teaching and Learning

- Dr. Roy

I could not be more proud of the hard work of the North Canaan school community during Distance Learning:
students, staff, and families. We transitioned to learning away from North Canaan Elementary School on Monday,
March 16. Since that day we have learned new ways to meet student needs. We also adapted expectations to
support families. We held virtual meetings to learn and plan. We used all means we could employ to safely
support each learner and to keep the joy of learning.
Families have done a yeoman's job supporting us in helping their students learn. Students and families have had to
transition to using technology in many and new ways. This transition was necessary but not easy. We know that
students will not all be in the same place when we are able to return to school and that we will have to address gaps
in learning. We will be prepared to work with all learners, just as we always have done.
Obviously our staff members are dedicated far beyond what is
required. During difficult times the true nature of people shines
forth. Our true nature is to unite. We initiated #Region1Unity to show
just how united we all are during this unprecedented time. More than
8,000 delicious and nutritious meals were delivered by the beginning
of May. During May and June we modified our schedule to include the
many exciting things students enjoy at the end of the year. Even
though we had to adapt, each grade held a traditional field trip.

We will also hold our annual Art Show and Field Day. In addition we planned a Disney Theme Park Day in May
and held weekly Fun Friday activities since the building closed in March, including a Talent Show, Pet Parade,
and Bitmoji Puzzler. To read more about these activities, go to the website (www.necschool.org) and look under
the Parent tab.) Even though we might not be together as we are accustomed, we still have our unquenchable
spirit, which will continue as long as needed. We are united. We will continue to be successful as a community.

www.nceschool.org
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Thank you to the following local heroes at North Canaan Elementary School! Since the school closed in March
these people have given above and beyond to help meet the needs of learners. I am so pleased and proud to work
with each one of you. You are true heroes!
--Dr. Alicia Roy, Principal

Board Of Education
Erin Drislane, Chairperson
Rebecca Cahill, Secretary
Amy Dodge, Vice Chairperson
Dorothy Cecchinato

Matthew Devino
Michael Ellington
Sarah Visconti

Faculty
Elizabeth Allen
Melissa Bachetti
Lisa Bradley
Andrea Caggiano
Jaime Crane
Maddie Cutler
Mary Davidson
Evangeline Davis
Ashley DeMazza
Shelby Diorio
Evelyn Duffy
Renee Fleming

Carole Fraher
Elizabeth Frost
Teresa Jacquier
Beth Johnson
Karen Lindstrom
Sarah Lyon
Sarah Mauro
Danielle Medico
Geoffrey Merrill
Leigh Ann Merrill
Rachel Molcyk
Douglas Murray

Luke Nelson
Dena Noubleau
Linda Peppe
Brigid Roche-Somers
Brittini Scavotto
Diane Selino
Denise Sorrell
Carol Anne Stiglmeier
Courtney Tomich
Leila Wood

Staff
Katty Brennan
Shane Cattelan
Christine Claydon
Brandy Devino
Cheyenne Ellis
Tammy Fleming
JoAnn Garfield
Justin Hajek
Jessica Jasinski

Andrea Jasmine
Chea LaMedica
Ashley Lawson
Steven Mallette
Tammy McGuire
Christine Olownia
Tom Olownia
Melissa Perotti
Joanna Pratt

Lester Robson
Kerry Rooney
Katy Sherwood
Allycia Soule
Betty Swiderski
Jean Taylor
Patricia Vanicky
Kathryn Whiting

“Ordinary acts of love and hope point to the extraordinary promise
that every human life is of inestimable value.”
- Desmond Tutu
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North Canaan Graduating Class of 2020

Evan Bockting

Veronica Bonett

Myranda Lynn
Cables

Mia A. Claydon

Damian J. Cortsen

Westyn R. Doyen

Juan José
Estrada Arbelaez

Katarina
Sloane Foster

Walter Hayward

Kayla Elizabeth
Jacquier

Spencer Matthew
Jasmin

Aden Scott
Labshere

Haley Marie
Leonard

Noah Lettrick

Candy Ramos

Jonathan
William Paul
Minacci

Grace Evelyn
Morey

Evangeline
Petkovich

Grace Elizabeth
Riva

Collin Thyberg

Payton Chad
Wells
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SCS During Distance Learning

- Stephanie Magyar, Principal

Perseverance is one of the Salisbury Central School Habits of Work that we try hard to nurture in all our students.
Distance learning has certainly been a time where this habit has been critical! Our students, teachers, and families
have shown great perseverance and determination to make the best of an ever-changing situation. The ways that
our teachers and staff, as well as our students and families, have embraced this new way of learning has been
amazing. We are so pleased to have nearly 100% of our students participating during the closure period.
Our priority in this journey has been engagement and social emotional well-being. Our goal was for students to
be connected to us and excited about learning. This has required different approaches, changes in curriculum
plans, adjustments in expectations, and an increase in real world or authentic tasks. In addition to our everyday
assignments, our teachers worked together to come up with enrichment activities for those seeking more than
what was required. Our objective was to offer something for everyone - keeping work expectations manageable
for all, while offering bonus opportunities for those who needed it.
We are so proud of the way our students have stepped up to these tasks, met them head on, and found creative
ways to intermingle school life with their home life!
Finding Fun - Together Apart!
We found many ways to maintain positive connections with our students and families during this difficult time.
Our staff came together to create videos, collages, slide shows, and fun challenges to express how deeply we are
missing our time together and to remind our students that even though we are no longer in school with one
another at this time, we are always together in spirit!
On May 7th, we were able to enjoy our Reverse Car Parade. Over 50 members of our SCS faculty and staff lined
the streets (socially distanced six feet or more apart, of course!!) holding signs and waving to families as they
drove by in their cars. Many of our students had made signs or decorated their cars as well! We were amazed by
the turnout and positive response from the students, families, and community alike! It was a very heartwarming
and uplifting experience for all of us!
In June we have planned a Screen-Free Day! On this day students will have the opportunity to step out from
behind their screens and have a day filled with educational learning activities outdoors.
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www.salisburycentral.org

Eighth Grade Class Trip - Washington DC:
Unfortunately, our annual Eighth Grade Washington D.C. trip could not happen as planned due to the virus and
the closure. While this deeply saddened us, our amazing middle school teachers created an educational and
engaging virtual DC trip for them so not all the fun would be lost. There was a variety of activities, virtual tours
and experiences, and each student even received a fun souvenir t-shirt! Thanks to Tracy Dowd and Kiera Bisenius
for their hard work on this!
While it is so unfortunate that our students had to miss out on this wonderful educational opportunity, SCS is
pleased to offer a solution that ensures that the fundraised money is used for the intended purpose. The 8th grade
trip is meant to be a unique, educational, enrichment opportunity. Although the class could not go to D.C. with
their classmates, the hope is that they can participate in other activities like this in the future. To help ensure that
this can happen, SCS will hold the money for each student until they need it for a unique, educational/enrichment
opportunity in the future. At any time during their four years of high school, the student can write a letter to the
school principal sharing the opportunity they wish to participate in and requesting their portion of the funds. This
may be a future school trip, a summer enrichment program or camp, a family trip to D.C., lessons/equipment for a
new career interest, a donation to a charity or cause they have become passionate about, and more.

Graduation:
We are excited to hold an alternative “drive thru” graduation and car parade for 8th graders and families. Students
will be able to receive awards and diplomas. Professional photos will be taken. There will be a virtual ceremony
slideshow for families to view at home after the parade. The date will be Thursday, June 11th at 6pm. If severe
weather is predicted, we will use Friday, June 12th as a rain date. We welcome you to join us somewhere along the
street near the school. More details will be coming as we have a dedicated team working on making this event as
special as possible.

Distance Learning at SCS
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THANK YOU SALISBURY CENTRAL SCHOOL STAFF!!
A heartfelt thank you to the hardworking staff of Salisbury Central School! These people have shown up each and
every day working tirelessly in an ever-changing situation, all while juggling their own home lives and family responsibilities. Navigating the uncharted waters during these unprecedented times has required ingenuity, creativity,
and compassion for our students as well as one another. We appreciate their personal sacrifice, resilience, strength,
teamwork, and dedication to our students and our school. They have all gone above and beyond and we are, now
more than ever, so very GRATEFUL to be part of the SCS community!

“Your attitude, not your aptitude, will determine your altitude.”
Zig Ziglar
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Salisbury Central Graduating Class of 2020

Sam Bristow

Lorelei Gnerre

Ayla Hill

Hunter Horton

Caiden Hussey

Ginette Ireland

Elizabeth Kracht

Aron Ladanyi

Leland Macaire

Riley Marshall

Jerome Maury

Tamara Morris

Braden Murphy

Helena “Raye”
Richard

Sara Shook

Rebecca Storm

Amber Ramcharran

Gabriel Valencia

Yaritza Vega

Kiera Reid

Allison Wang
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Our spirit is strong!

- Dr. Karen Manning

We are the Phoenix, we are resilient! Teaching and learning continue at Sharon Center School
despite the Coronavirus.
The main part of our building was constructed in 1923, and we have amazing support from our
residents and alumni. The Patricia A. Chamberlain Gallery of Graduates is a source of pride for
the town. Once the lockdown is over please stop by and visit! Our graduation photos start in 1976. We would love
to make copies and display any photos from earlier classes. We also have a few holes in our collection and need
photos of the classes of 1985, 1986, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2017. Please help us expand our collection!
The Sharon Center School community is working together and accomplishing amazing things! One of our
messages has been: Focus on what you can do!
What are you curious about? Now is the time to investigate your areas of interest. How will you record the
information that you discover? What worked in your experiment? What did not work? Who will you share your
information with? What vehicle will you select to share the results of your work? Who will provide you with
feedback during the editing and revising process?
Distance learning is progressing well. Our students have the devices they need, and we were able to provide
devices as needed. Students, parents, guardians, teachers, and staff have been working so very hard to provide
meaningful distance learning for students. Platforms such as Google Classroom, Google Draw, Google Hangout,
Google Meet, Screencastify, ScootPad, Seesaw, and Zoom to name a few. What does this look like?
• Spanish being taught through Rockalinga
• Virtual music lesson
• Read-alouds on our librarian’s webpage
• Zoom/Meet show and tell
• Zoom/Meet counseling and lunch bunch meetings
• Direct instruction via the digital platforms
• See-Saw for messaging, posting assignments, and reviewing work
• Whole class learning, small group learning, 1-1 learning, and independent learning
• All supported by our amazing families!!
Using these platforms our staff was able to continue core instruction for the students. Along with the core
instruction there was a focus on the needs of the whole child as well as the needs of adults.
Stay well! Stay Strong!

The mission of Sharon Center School is to engage students in academic pursuits
that result in the highest level of achievement and in the motivation for life-long learning.
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www.sharoncenterschool.org

Distance Learning in Sharon
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Sharon Board of Education
Doug Cahill, Chair
Kathleen Visconti, Vice Chair
Deborah W. Rathbun, Sec.

Monica Connor
Mandy Thompson
Plamen Petkov
Anne M.-S. Vance

Sharon Center School Staff
Bruce Adam
Gail Allyn
Kathryn Amiet
Deborah Anderson
Lilly Barnett
Susan Bayer
Jennifer Bergin
Allison Bryant
Jane Caputo
Liz Cash
Butch Cathcart
Garry Chesanek
Angie Coleman
Lyn Conklin
Jennifer Dietter
Peter Del Monaco
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Karen Ducey
Clark Eddy
Stefanie Fecteau
Liz Foster
Tanya Furey
Steve Hassig
Kolleen Indorf
Sarah Ives
Leslie Klish
Leanne LaFond
Emily Loiodice
Glen MacGillivray
Karen J. Manning, Principal
Kate Manning
Heather Mathews
Diane Mayland

Steven Muthig
Michele Patrick
Mark Pastre
Melissa Perotti
Jennifer Scribner
Jennie-Lyn Selino
Beckie Seney
Devon Sheehan
Olivia Sheldon
James Smith
Justine Smith
Rebecca Smith
Hal Tingley
Cindy Webb
Andrea Wilson

Sharon Center School Graduating Class of 2020

Finn Cousins

Samantha Crodelle

JennaLee Farina

Mary LaFond

Dylan McDonald

Fiona Roy

Joshua Shaw-Cahill

Jorie Welshans

Shelby Whitsel

Gage Wilkinson

“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.”
- Eleanor Roosevelt
www.sharoncenterschool.org
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The past few months have constituted a revision of almost everything that defines school, from the very essence of
attending school to what services a school provides to the community. These changes have affected every member
of our organization, and it is a credit to all that we have been able to make such dramatic changes in such a short
period of time. I am grateful for the talents and contributions of every member of our community, and I cannot
thank our heroes enough for their selfless dedication to the needs of our region. When you see them, please take a
moment to thank them.
- Ian Strever, Principal

Faculty
Deron Bayer
Tracy Bayers
Amy Bennett
Rene Boardman
Jonathan Bruno
Lori Bucco
Tyler Burdick
Vance Cannon
John Christinat
Lindsley Colligan
Rosanne Costa
Elizabeth Dinneen
Scott Fellows

Jacqueline Fenn
Elizabeth Foulds
Gillian Fox
Shannon Freese
Cheryl Fritz
Letitia Garcia-Tripp
Robert Joeckel
Janet Johnson
Kurt Johnson
Thomas Krupa
Mike Lazzaro
Audra Leach
John Lizzi

Alan Lovejoy
John Marsicano
Kim McLeod
Danielle Melino
Darlene Membrino
Caitlin Messina
Taylor Monico
David Moran
Rosemarie Nanni
Liam O'Reilly
Christiane Olson
Damon Osora
Paul Padua

Warren Prindle
Jacquie Rice
Steven Schibi
Ian Strever
Jeffrey Tripp
Sharon Veatch
Peter Vermilyea

Non-Certified and Staff
Carol Arrigoni
Robin Beaujon
Gale Caruso
Melanie Cullerton
Michelle Decker
Richard Greco
Mike Ellington
Jay Fails
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Cindy Fuller
Sara Jack
Kaitlyn Habacker
Lisa Jasinski
Julie Lang
Jeff Lloyd
Anne MacNeil
Nancy Hegy Martin

Barbara Johnson
Mary O'Neill
Liam P. O'Reilly
Andrew Ouellette
Lisa Reel
Pat Rimany
Jennifer Shippa
Kristina Simonds

Brad Sincovic
Jennifer Sincovic
Anne Smith
Dave Thompson
Heather Strid
Bobby Turner
Kevin Wheeler
Katie Wood

Distance Learning

A Virtual Choir Concert
www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHrUtoGbOg4&feature=youtu.be

A Virtual Socratic Seminar

Lessons We Are Learning
“Take Aways” and Surprises:
•
•
•

•
•

Parent reach-out/contact is at an all-time high
Some students are submitting their best writing of the year
Oftentimes students and a teacher are on the same document so the teacher can provide “live” feedback
and the student is getting and giving immediate responses. Teachers are finding that for many of our
quieter students, receiving feedback this way has been far more appealing to them and they are
beginning to step out of their comfort zones.
Distance Learning has provided struggling learners with undivided attention from Support staff and
some of them are thriving because of it!
Some teachers are connecting with students on an individual level, more than they ever have before.
Their Google Hangouts are flooded with chats which contain personalized approaches to assessments
that a student might be struggling with, or just one-on-one discussions about how we are coping.

Challenges:
•
•
•
•
•

Varied home lives and expectations for engaging in distance learning.
Providing meaningful activities in the absence of physical classroom aids such as art materials, lab
resources, etc.
Varied levels of internet access at home.
Inability to connect with students in face-to-face situations and "hallway conversations."
Limitations of our physical stamina for screen time.

Moments of normalcy, new
skills and perspectives have
helped us adjust to these
unique times. Left. new FFA
arrivals and right a
professional development
chart.
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Message from the Principal

- Ian Strever

The Class of 2020 will be one for the history books, and this year’s graduates will never forget their senior year,
for better and worse. Almost overnight, they shifted to an entirely new way of going to school, and their
versatility is a hallmark of the twenty-first-century learner. While all classes had used GoogleClassroom as an
organizational tool prior to the Covid-19 closure, our students swiftly adapted to GoogleMeetings, and our
teachers learned new tools such as ScreenCastify and FlipGrid to support their transition. We all made more
extensive use of streaming services and virtual book-lending sites through our library media center and various
cloud-based applications.
For those of us with a longer view of education, 2020 has been the year when the rhetoric of “Y2K” became
reality. Sometime around 2010, it began to seem absurd to talk about “twenty-first-century learners” a decade
into that century, and skills and qualities such as research, resourcefulness, digital literacy, and crossdisciplinary thinking were still being taught in very twentieth-century ways.
Over the past decade, teachers have migrated from a focus on teaching those skills to an emphasis on students
learning them, but the mandated closure of schools this spring forced all of us to reevaluate what is important in
our practices. Most classes shifted to an “asynchronous” model that prioritizes student responsibility, time
management, and independence, and for many students, the freedom and opportunity of that model played into
their learning styles and preferences.
Over this time, however, we have also come to appreciate the importance of a second set of twenty-first-century
skills that supports and ensures student success: social and emotional learning. Self-advocacy, self-awareness,
and time management are different skills in the knowledge economy, and students need to be able to manage the
demands of their work alongside their personal needs. For some, this means turning off the video games when
you know you need to do schoolwork, for others this means finding ways to chip away at assignments while
watching younger siblings. It means noticing that the ache in your neck is not as painful when you step away
from the computer screen every half-hour, and that a few minutes of sunshine can make all the difference in
your day.
The act of graduation confers a certain endorsement upon a student: they have passed a test, and we certify their
capabilities. This year, all of our graduates have proven their mettle in a real-world test, and we are more
confident than ever of their ability to be successful in the future. None of us knows what that world will look
like in even a few months, but the Class of 2020 will be the first to explore it with the bravery, thoughtfulness,
and resourcefulness it demands.
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HVRHS Graduating Class of 2020

Braeden Allyn

Anthony Altamirano

Tanya Arango

Kevin Arango

Luke Arno

Ryan Ashman

Myah Baird

Aidan Barr

Briceson Barry

April Bautista

Lily Bibro

Allison Black

Genevieve Bushey

Lucas Calhoun

Egi Canie

Madisson Clark

Lindsey Clark

Jameson Clark

Hope Carlson

Gabriel

Castro-Cruz
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HVRHS Graduating Class of 2020

Dylan Crump

Ian Danforth Gold

Jillian Diamond

Maxwell Dodge

Nicholas Dodge

Christopher Duntz

Derek Elias

Livia Fallon

Anthony Fenn

Amber Flint

Dannis
Flores-Siguencia

Kadie Ford

Benjamin Foster

Hannah Gilpatric

Danielle Gorat

Heru Gray

Benjamin Gruen

Jessy Haggard

Hayley Hammond

Michael Hanlon, Jr.
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HVRHS Graduating Class of 2020

Colby Harrington

Julia Hernandez

Eric Hickey

Amber Hill

Timothy Hoose

Zyaja Huggan

Alexandra Hulsh

Xavier Johnson

Valerie Lenis

Chad Lowell

Jenna Luz

Noah Lynehan

Cameron Majette

Aidan Marks

Madison McNealy

Molly Menniges

Aiyana Miller

Luke Mollica

Marin Montoya

Riley Mollica
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HVRHS Graduating Class of 2020
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Tifanny
Munoz Arango

Brogan O'Connell

Molly O'Connor

Dale Palmer

Sayde Paulson

Andres Paz-Cortez

Michael Reid

Geovana Rezende

Mary Riccardelli

Paola Rojas

Ornella-Grace Rufo

Arieh Saed

Daniel Saed

Shirleen Santiago

Ella Segalla

Jordan Shaw

Jacob Sheltra

Jacob Smith

Samantha Sheldon

Jeffrey Palmer

HVRHS Graduating Class of 2020

Shane Stampfle

Christopher Swanson

Timothy Thompson

Ryan Tompkins

Juan Vanicky

Alexavier Vidak

Harrison Tillou

Kacie Viel

Jace Tomaino

William Wandall

Not Pictured:
Kyle Currier

Robert Hoefer
Mitchell Kosciusko
Eli Widener
Mason Weigold

Brianna Webb

Marshall Wiley

Daniel
Zapata Bonet

Graduation 2020
The HVRHS Graduation Ceremony will take place at Lime Rock Park on Sunday, June 21, 2020 at 4 PM.
Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 health restrictions, attendees will be limited to one car per graduate. Community
members can watch the graduation celebration via a live stream on our Facebook page and other local media.

“My dear terrified graduates, you are about to enter the most uncertain
and thrilling period of your lives.” Lin-Manuel Miranda
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A Final Message
We are now in our final days of virtual school in the 2020-2021 school year and I cannot express enough gratitude
to all of our staff who have truly extended themselves to see that our students and families have received as much
as we possibly could give to them through this time. Teachers and para-educators have personally been reaching
students and families, administrators have communicated with educators and families to see that everyone feels
connected, food service staff members and other staff have been working alongside and are dutifully packing
meals every week, bus drivers and staff are making deliveries, office staff members are making sure that all of the
business responsibilities are recorded and handled correctly through this time, and our custodial staff consistently
sees that our spaces are disinfected, so that when we do return to school, everything is ready. Everyone has made
gallant efforts to ensure that our Region One schools are doing all we can to serve students.
As I leave my position at Region One, I want to thank everyone for my time here. I am looking forward to doing
more with my family; as our family grows and spreads out over the country, I feel a great need to be with each of
them as much as I can. I will miss the people here. I have had the good fortune of knowing so many wonderful
people who have been supportive and caring and are making a real difference.
There is a song from the show “Wicked” that always reminds me of what it is to say good-bye to those who come
into our lives: “You'll be with me like a handprint on my heart. And now whatever way our stories end, I know you
have re-written mine by being my friend.”

I wish the very best for everyone in our region. I know that you all care and will continue to see that each decision
is made in the best interest of the children here.
Dr. Pam Vogel

Nadine Andrews
Tina Bunce
Lisa Carter
Michelle Curtis
Carl Gross

Sam Herrick
Celina Huber
Amanda Kilian
Rita Limbos
Christine Olownia

Jody Pegorari
Toneisha Ramcharran
Martha Schwaikert
Pam Vogel

